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“ “
Of the 30 popular apps Knight Ink tested, 77 percent contained 

hardcoded API keys, some which don’t expire, and seven percent 
contained hardcoded usernames and passwords.

https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2021-02-09/
mobile-health-apps-systematically-expose-pii-and-phi-through-apis-new-findings-from-knight-ink-and-approov-show



“ “
100 percent of API endpoints tested were vulnerable to BOLA attacks 
that allowed the researcher to view the PII and PHI for patients that 

were not assigned to the researcher’s clinician account.

https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2021-02-09/
mobile-health-apps-systematically-expose-pii-and-phi-through-apis-new-findings-from-knight-ink-and-approov-show



@PhilippeDeRyck

START TAKING SECURITY SERIOUSLY

The cowboy years are over. Security is a crucial 
requirement for every application from day 1, 

and not an afterthought for a quiet period.
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SecAppDev organizer
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I help developers with security

Hands-on in-depth security training
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“ “Our accounts eventually got locked 
and hidden for more verification 

requirements. We tested retrieving 
user data while our account was 

locked, and it still worked.
https://blog.securityevaluators.com/
reverse-engineering-bumbles-api-a2a0d39b3a87



“
“

It's possible to view 
deleted fleets via 

Twitter's API endpoint, 
to view existing fleets 

without giving the 
poster a read 

notification and you can 
do both without being 

logged into Twitter.

https://twitter.com/donk_enby/status/1329935540049817600
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THE CLIENT IS IRRELEVANT FOR SECURITY

The attack surface of an API 
consists of all accessible endpoints, 

regardless of how and if they are used by the client



“
“

To reset a password, 
Grindr  sends the user an 

email with a clickable 
link containing an 

account password reset 
token. 

Grindr’s password reset 
page was leaking 

password reset tokens to 
the browser.

https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/02/grindr-account-hijack-flaw/
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The API response to retrieve online users
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[
{ 
"id": 3,
"name": "John",
"address": "5 George's Dock, …",

},
{ 
"id": 6,
"name": "Jakob",
"address": "71-75 Shelton Street, …",

},
{ 
"id": 17,
"name": "Philippe",
"address": "Holsbeeksesteenweg 143, …",

}
]

Online users: John, Jakob, Philippe

https://APISecuritySwagShop.com

Welcome to the shop



? If an API automatically exposes data, does 
it also automatically accept data?



The Java class of the User object
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class User {
String name;
String email;
String role;

}

The body of a legitimate request to update the user's name
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{
"name": "Dr. Phil"

}

The body of a malicious request to update the user's name
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{
"name": ”Philippe becomes admin",
"role": "admin"

}

The API uses a framework that 
automatically transforms JSON data 
into domain objects, which are then 

used to update the persisted data

Without filtering the input 
properties, the API becomes 

vulnerable to mass assignment
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TEST YOUR APIS IN THEIR NATURAL HABITAT

Make sure your API behaves the way you think it 
does. Code analysis is only one aspect. Runtime 

testing is necessary to get the full picture.



? Is testing really the best strategy?
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The OpenAPI contract for the endpoint
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paths:
/online/users:
get:
responses:
'200':
description: A list of online users
content:
application/json:
schema:
type: array
items:
type: object
properties:
id:
type: integer
description: The user ID

name:
type: string
description: The display name of the user



@PhilippeDeRyck https://engineeringblog.yelp.com/2020/01/automated-idor-discovery-through-stateful-swagger-fuzzing.html
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/blog/restler-finds-security-and-reliability-bugs-through-automated-fuzzing/
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USE SWAGGER/OPENAPI DEFINITIONS FOR SECURITY

Write Swagger/OpenAPI definitions to specify the 
behavior of your API. Security tools consume such 

definitions for automatic detection and protection.



“ “he could query for someone else's phone 
number and the API would simply send back a 
response containing the other person's data.



@PhilippeDeRyck https://www.codementor.io/@olatundegaruba/nodejs-restful-apis-in-10-minutes-q0sgsfhbd
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A REST API endpoint without any authorization
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app.delete('/tasks/:taskId', function(req, res) {
Task.remove({
_id: req.params.taskId

}, function(err, task) {
if (err) 
res.send(err);

res.json({ message: 'Task successfully deleted' });
});

};
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A REST API endpoint restricted to users with the specific "deleteTask" permission
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app.delete('/tasks/:taskId', auth.hasPermission('deleteTask'), function(req, res) {
Task.remove({
_id: req.params.taskId

}, function(err, task) {
if (err) 
res.send(err);

res.json({ message: 'Task successfully deleted' });
});

};

Checking permissions helps 
prevent broken function-

level authorization

Permissions on an endpoint do 
not suffice to stop broken 
object-level authorization
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ENFORCE AUTHORIZATION AT THE FUNCTION LEVEL

By applying a sensible permission/role check to 
every endpoint, unauthorized requests can be 
rejected before they reach the application logic
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Object-level access control is often challenging to implement
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app.delete('/tasks/:taskId', auth.hasPermission('deleteTask'), async (req, res) => {
let origTask = await Task.findById(req.params.taskId)

if(auth.hasRole('employee') && !origTask.owner.id == auth.currentUser.id)
res.status(403).send(
{ message: 'You are not a manager. You can only delete your own tasks.'});

// Delete task
});

A permission check only 
allows authorized users to 

access this endpoint

Certain roles require 
additional restrictions, 
such as task ownership

Policies scattered throughout 
the code like this are 

impossible to audit for security
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Ask the Policy Engine to 
make an authorization 

decision

Open Policy Agent

https://www.openpolicyagent.org/
https://www.osohq.com/
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ENCPASULATE COMPLEX AUTHORIZATION LOGIC

Complex authorization logic should not be 
scattered throughout the code, but is best defined 
in a clear and understandable authorization policy
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What happens when 
💩

goes wrong? 
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COMPARTMENTALIZE YOUR APIS

Many APIs combine sensitive features and 
mundane application logic into a single service. 

Compartmentalization helps limit the impact of a 
vulnerability.
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Now it is up to you …
Audit your API authorization policy

Write security tests to verify authorization and JWT handling

Build OpenAPI definitions to specify the exact API behavior

…



HTTPS://COURSES.PRAGMATICWEBSECURITY.COM

Keep learning with these in-depth security courses!
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Thank you!
Connect on social media 

to stay in touch

@PhilippeDeRyck /in/PhilippeDeRyck


